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            Excellent Customer Service

            Free delivery

            Choose preferred delivery date

            Free 60 day returns

            Klarna available at checkout

    





    



    
    
    

    
            
                
                    Free delivery

Available now!


                

            


        Brighten Every Corner

        Lighter rooms, happier homes.


            

View all VELUX roof windows            



    



 
    
    

        
                MOST POPULAR ROOF WINDOWS

                            With a roof window you will transform any space and maximise the amount of natural daylight in the room. Explore our best-selling roof window categories and take your renovation project to the next level.

            Explore all pitched roof windows        
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                                        £305.10                                    
                                

                            
Discover                            

                        

                                                    VELUX GGL ROOF WINDOW - Centre-Pivot, Manual, White

                                                    Our most popular roof window with a great price. Timeless, elegant look.


                            Our most popular roof window with a great price. Timeless, elegant look.
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                                                    VELUX GGL ROOF WINDOW - Centre-Pivot, Electric, White

                                                    Ideal for out-of-reach locations. Maximum quality and convenience.


                            Ideal for out-of-reach locations. Maximum quality and convenience.
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                                                    VELUX GPL ROOF WINDOW - Top-hung, Manual, White

                                                    Enjoy amazing views and lots of bright, natural daylight with a VELUX top-hung roof window.


                            Enjoy amazing views and lots of bright, natural daylight with a VELUX top-hung roof window.
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                                        £192.00                                    
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                                                    Solstro DPY Roof Window – Manual, Slim frame, Centre-Pivot, Pine 

                                                    High quality roof window for a budget price. Gives room a soft, stylish look.


                            High quality roof window for a budget price. Gives room a soft, stylish look.
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Explore centre-pivot                            


                        

                        
                                
                                    VELUX CENTRE-PIVOT ROOF WINDOWS

                                
                                                            Our customers love this choice

                                                            Easy to operate with furniture beneath. Low window position provides a great view.


                                Easy to operate with furniture beneath. Low window position provides a great view.
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Explore top-hung                            


                        

                        
                                
                                    VELUX TOP-HUNG ROOF WINDOWS

                                
                                                            Perfect for easy-to-reach location

                                                            Provides panoramic views while increasing energy efficiency and natural ventilation.


                                Provides panoramic views while increasing energy efficiency and natural ventilation.
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                                    VELUX CONSERVATION WINDOWS

                                
                                                            Modern look for heritage homes

                                                            Conservation roof windows blend traditional aesthetics with modern functionality.


                                Conservation roof windows blend traditional aesthetics with modern functionality.
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Explore solstro                            


                        

                        
                                
                                    SOLSTRO CENTRE-PIVOT WINDOWS

                                
                                                            Fill your home with light for less

                                                            Cost-effective solution, without compromising on quality.


                                Cost-effective solution, without compromising on quality.
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                Single installation, twice the daylight


                            The VELUX 2in1 roof window design doubles the infusion of daylight, opens up the view, and creates a more spacious atmosphere in your room. 

This innovative window combines a non-opening and an opening roof window in one unit.


                                                Explore 2in1 windows        
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                MOST POPULAR BLINDS - BLACKOUT


                            Available with manual or automated control and offering up to 95% blackout effect. Blackout blinds allow you to control the daylight in your space when you need to.


            Explore blinds        
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                                        £61.20                                    
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                                                    VELUX DKL Blackout Blind - Manual

                                                    Manual operation for personalised light control and restful sleep.

                            Manual operation for personalised light control and restful sleep.
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                                                    VELUX DML Blackout Blind - Electric

                                                    Electric operation for effortless light management.

                            Electric operation for effortless light management.
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                                        £140.40                                    
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                                                    VELUX DSL Blackout Blind - Solar

                                                    Solar operation for eco-friendly light adjustment and peaceful sleep.

                            Solar operation for eco-friendly light adjustment and peaceful sleep.
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                                                    SOLSTRO Blackout blind - Manual

                                                    A decorative solution, which gives a soft, refined and original styling effect.

                            A decorative solution, which gives a soft, refined and original styling effect.
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                                    VELUX ROLLER SHUTTERS

                                
                                                            100% blackout, 95% heat reduction

                                                            VELUX roller shutters deliver total protection in any climate and any season. 


                                VELUX roller shutters deliver total protection in any climate and any season. 
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                                    VELUX AWNING BLINDS

                                
                                                            Sunlight yes - heat no

                                                            Keep the room cool during summer but maintain the view through your window. 


                                Keep the room cool during summer but maintain the view through your window. 
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                                    VELUX FLAT ROOF WINDOW BLINDS

                                
                                                            Perfect fit and easy to install

                                                            Control the amount of light that enters your space with VELUX blinds for flat roof windows.


                                Control the amount of light that enters your space with VELUX blinds for flat roof windows.
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                VELUX Duo Blackout and Pleated blind


                            

The VELUX duo blind is a combination of the classic VELUX blackout blind and a pleated blind. This combination provides the best of both worlds: total blackout for a good night's sleep or softly diffused natural light during the day.

 The VELUX duo blind is an ideal solution for any room where you need the flexibility of a blackout blind and the softer light of a pleated blind, e.g. bedrooms and TV rooms.


                                                Discover Duo blinds        
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                TOP SELLING FLAT ROOF WINDOWS

                            Discover our most popular flat roof window products, carefully selected to bring a flood of natural light and contemporary flair to your space. These top choices are renowned for their exceptional quality and design, making them a standout feature in any renovation.

            Explore all flat roof windows        
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                                        £354.60                                    
                                

                            
Discover                            

                        

                                                    VELUX CFU FLAT ROOF WINDOW - Non-Opening

                                                    Transform a dark space with natural light from above.


                            Transform a dark space with natural light from above.
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                                        £923.40                                    
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                                                    VELUX CVU FLAT ROOF WINDOW - Electric-opening

                                                    Transform any space - bring in daylight and add extra ventilation at the touch of a button.


                            Transform any space - bring in daylight and add extra ventilation at the touch of a button.
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                                        £326.70                                    
                                

                            
Discover                            

                        

                                                    VELUX CFP FLAT ROOF WINDOW - Non-Opening

                                                    Insulating PVC frame and double-glazed, low-energy glass prevents heat from escaping through the window.


                            Insulating PVC frame and double-glazed, low-energy glass prevents heat from escaping through the window.
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                                        £835.20                                    
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                                                    VELUX CVP FLAT ROOF WINDOW - Electric-opening

                                                    Enhance your space with daylight. Opens easily for fast access to refreshing outdoor air.


                            Enhance your space with daylight. Opens easily for fast access to refreshing outdoor air.
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                VELUX ACTIVE - A smart, automated way to a healthier home


                            We spend up to 90% of our time inside. That’s why ensuring good air quality at home is more important than ever. Let the smart sensors of VELUX ACTIVE with NETATMO monitor temperature, humidity and CO2 levels and operate your roof windows, blinds and shutters automatically.

To connect your VELUX electric products and make your home smarter and healthier, you only need the VELUX ACTIVE starter kit and the free smartphone app.


                                                Explore VELUX Active        
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                        £220.00                    
                

        

    


 
    
    

        
                TOP VELUX ACTIVE PRODUCTS

                            Automatically adjust the amount of daylight and fresh air to create a healthier indoor climate for you and your family.
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                                        £196.99                                    
                                

                            
Discover                            

                        

                                                    VELUX ACTIVE STARTER KIT (KIX 300)

                                                    Easily set up and install without any professional help, for a healthier indoor climate.


                            Easily set up and install without any professional help, for a healthier indoor climate.
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                                        £50.40                                    
                                

                            
Discover                            

                        

                                                    VELUX Departure switch (KLN  300)

                                                    Ideal for homes with more than one exit. Requires VELUX ACTIVE Starter Kit.


                            Ideal for homes with more than one exit. Requires VELUX ACTIVE Starter Kit.
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                                        £72.58                                    
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                                                    VELUX ACTIVE Indoor Climate Sensor (KLA 300)

                                                    Control your indoor climate room by room with this additional sensor.


                            Control your indoor climate room by room with this additional sensor.
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